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Introduction

The work of automatic systems for regulating and protecting thermal power
plants of electric stations and automated control systems for thermal power plants
directly depend on the correct synthesis of the parameters of automatic regulators.
The  settings  of  the  automatic  regulators  are,  in  their  turn,  selected  taking  into
account the dynamic properties (time and frequency) of control loops in question. In
this regard, within the discipline "Automation of TPPs" there is a need to obtain
knowledge and skills on various methods of analyzing the objects of regulation and
the synthesis of control laws.

The discipline "Automation of TPPs" is being studied by students majoring in
specialty "Automation and Control" at the 4th year as a basic discipline, volume - 3
credits.  The  working  program  of  the  discipline  includes  a  large  amount  of
theoretical and practical material. The proposed guidelines intended for carrying out
laboratory works contain 7 papers. The subject of laboratory works is devoted to the
study of time and frequency characteristics of TPP facilities, the newest methods of
identifying the facilities and synthesis of P, PI, PID regulators for optimal control of
facilities.  The  laboratory  works  are  carried  out  using  MS  Excel  and  Matlab
software, Simulink.

The reports  on laboratory  works  should be performed and documented in
accordance with corporate standard of Almaty University of power engineering and
telecommunications  ST  NC  JSC  56023-1910-04-2014  «Methodological  and
educational works».
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1 Laboratory work №1. Study of extended frequency characteristics of
an object

Objective: to study obtaining extended frequency characteristics of an object
according to the differential equation of the object.

1.1 Assignment

1. Get  the  object  transfer  function  according  to  the  known  differential
equation.

2. Pass to the extended frequency characteristics of the object.
3. Find the real and imaginary part of the object, build EFC.
4. Find the frequency and phase response of the control object.

1.2 Operating procedure

The transition from the differential equation to the transfer function is carried

out by replacing
d
dt

→s . The transfer function is the ratio of output image of the

object to its input with zero initial values W (s)=
Y (s )
X (s)

.

Example.

d2 y (t)

dt2
+2

dy(t)
dt

+2=2x (t) ,

d
dt

→s ,

s2Y (s)+2sY(s)+2=2 X (s) ,
Y (s)
X (s)

=
2

s2+2 s+2
,

W ob(s )=
2

s2+2 s+2
.

The  transition  to  extended  frequency  characteristics  is  carried  out  by
replacing s→(−mw+iw ) , where m - oscillation index. 

Note: value w=0 :0 . 001:2 .
Example.

−mw+ iw ¿
2
+2(−mw+iw )+2

¿
¿

W оb(m ,w)=
2
¿

Having replaced this it is necessary to divide the transfer function by the real
Pоb(m,w)  and imaginary part Q(m,w) .
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Note –  If the transfer function of the control object has order 2 or above, the
division by real  Pоb(m,w)  and imaginary parts  Q(m,w) ,  is better carried out
step by step: to divide the numerator and denominator separately:

W оb(s)=
num
den

=
aоb+ibоb

cоb+ idоb

.

Example.

W оb(m ,w)=
2

m2w2−2 imw2−w2−2mw+2 iw+2
=

2+i0

(m2w2−w2−2mw+2)+i(−2mw2
+2w)

,

a=2,
b=0,

c=(m2w2−w2−2mw+2),
d=(−2mw2

+2w).

Then  find  Pоb(m,w)  and  Q(m,w) (figure  1.1)  using  the  following
formulas: 

Pоb(m ,w)=
ac+bd

c2+d2
;

Qоb(m,w)=
bc−ad
c2+d2

.
 (1.1)

Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

EFC

P

Q

Figure 1.1 - Extended frequency characteristics of the object
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Construction of frequency (figure 1.2) and phase response (figure 1.3) of the
object is carried out by the following formulas:

A (m ,w)=√P2
(m ,w)+Q2

(m,w) ;

ϕ (m,w)=arctg
Q (m,w)

P(m ,w)
.

Note – If  ϕ (m ,w)  takes positive values it  is  necessary to subtract  π
ϕ (m ,w)=ϕ(m ,w)−π .

Основной Основной Основной Основной
Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

А(m,w)

w

A(m,w)

Figure 1.2 - Frequency response of the control object

Основной Основной Основной Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

f(m,w)

w

f(m,w)

Figure 1.3 - Phase response of the control object
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1.3 Variants

№ Task № Task

1 W оb=
2

(s+1)(0 .5 s+1)
11 W оb=

2.15
(0.45 s+1)(0 .55 s+1)

2 W оb=
2

(0.1 s+1)(0 .5 s+1)
12 W оb=

2 . 05
(0.38 s+1)(0.75 s+1)

3 W оb=
1 .5

(s+1)(0 .4 s+1)
13 W оb=

1.5
(0.45 s+1)(0 .75 s+1)

4 W оb=
1.6

(0.6 s+1)(0 .5 s+1)
14 W оb=

1. 25
(0.45 s+1)(0 .65 s+1)

5 W оb=
1.8

(0.2 s+1)(0.4 s+1)
15 W оb=

1.35
(0.24 s+1)(0 .5 s+1)

6 W оb=
1 .7

(0.2s+1)(0. 6 s+1)
16 W оb=

1.65
(0.65 s+1)(0 .5 s+1)

7 W оb=
2 .01

(0.3s+1)(0 .4 s+1)
17 W оb=

1.78
(0.68 s+1)(0 .5 s+1)

8 W оb=
2.05

(0.25 s+1)(0 .35 s+1)
18 W оb=

1 .84
(0.63 s+1)(0 .5 s+1)

9 W оb=
2 .4

(0.32 s+1)(s+1)
19 W оb=

1. 9
(0.65 s+1)(0 .45 s+1)

10 W оb=
2.25

(0.45 s+1)(0 .5 s+1)
20 W оb=

2. 16
(0.63 s+1)(0 .26 s+1)

1.4 The report should contain

1. Objective, assignment and task according to your variant.
2. Calculations and graphs according to the task in MS Excel and Matlab.
3. Conclusions  on  the  obtained  graphs:  about  sustainability,  finding

resonant frequency, the cutoff frequency and bandwidth frequency.

1.5 Control questions

1.5.1 How to get the transfer function of an object, knowing its differential
equation?

1.5.2 How to make the transition to the advanced frequency characteristics of
the object?

1.5.3 Definition formula of the frequency response, phase response and EFC.
1.5.4 How to  find  a  resonant  frequency, cutoff  frequency  and  bandwidth

frequency?
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2 Laboratory work №2. Synthesis of  controller settings in automatic
control systems by extended frequency characteristics

Objective:  to calculate the optimal controller settings in automatic control
systems by extended frequency characteristics.

2.1 Assignment

1. Find the regulator function taking into account the Nyquist criterion.
5. To calculate values of real  Pr(m ,w)  and imaginary part  Qr(m ,w) of

the regulator.
6. Determine the values of P and I coefficients of the regulators.
7. Find optimal values of the regulator and check it using Simulink.

2.2 Description

The single-loop automatic control system (ACS) with standard linear control
laws are the most widely used in the automation of technological processes. The
block diagram of such ACS is shown in figure 2.1, where  W r(s)  is the transfer
function of the regulator; W оb(s)  is the transfer function of the controlled object
(CF); Δy= y task− y – mismatch of controlled variable; х  – regulating influence.

Figure 2.4 - Block diagram of the ACS with a typical linear regulator

There  are  five  types  of  control  laws:  Proportional  (P),  integral  (I),
proportional-integral  (PI),  proportional-derivative  (PD)  and proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) [1].

To calculate the controller settings in ACS with the above linear control laws
one can use frequency characteristics of a controlled object [2]. According to the
Nyquist criterion, a closed-loop system is at the limit of stability if hodograph of the
amplitude-phase characteristic (APC) of open-loop system pass through point (-1,
i0).  At  the  same  time,  the  stability  limit  in  the  complex  plane  of  roots  of  the
characteristic equation of the closed system is the imaginary axis.  To ensure the
stability factor, the complex roots must be left of the imaginary axis. The stability
factor itself will be determined by the ratio of real  α and imaginary  β-parts by the
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root couple, which is the closest one to the imaginary axis and called the level of
oscillation m=α/β [3].

In order to ensure the necessary quality of the transition process in a closed
automatic control system it is necessary to provide a given level of oscillation. In
this case, it is possible to use the extended frequency characteristics (EFC) instead
of the usual frequency characteristics [3]. The values m=0,221-0.336 are the most
widely used in the calculation.

Thus, the Nyquist criterion for EFC can be formulated as follows: hodograph
of expanded APC of the open-loop system should pass through point (1,i0). Then,
the expression for EFC of the open loop system at the stability boundary with a
given factor:

W ol(s)=W оb(s) ⋅W r(s)=−1. (2.1)

2.3 Operating procedure

2.3.1 Taking into account the Nyquist criterion, regulator function will be: 

W r(s)=
−1

W оb(s)
=

−1
aоb+ ibоb

cоb+ idоb

=
ar+ ibr
cr+idr

=Pr(m ,w)+Qr(m ,w) ,
(2.2)

where
ar=−cоb ,
br=−dоb ,
cr=aоb ,
dr=bоb .

The  value  of  real  and  imaginary  parts  of  the  regulator  is  determined  by
formulas (1.1).

2.3.2 To find the regulator coefficients let us consider the most general case
of a PID control system. Its extended frequency response will be:

W r(−mw+ jw )=K1+
K 0

( j −m)⋅w
+K2⋅( j −m)⋅w .

Getting rid of the complexity in the denominator at I-component, we obtain
an extended frequency characteristic of the regulator:

W r(m,w)=K1−
mK0

(m2
+1)⋅w

−m⋅K2 ⋅w−
jK0

(m2
+1)⋅w

+ jK2w .

Then from (2.1)
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¿

Pr(m ,w)=K1−
mK0

(m2+1)⋅w
−m⋅K2 ⋅w

Qr (m ,w)=−
K0

(m2
+1)⋅w

+K 2w

.
¿ {
¿

(2.3)

Solving the  system of  equations  (2.3)  with  respect  to  adjusting  controller
parameters, their parametric function of frequency can be obtained as:

K1=Pr (m, w)−mQr (m,w)+2K2mw ;

K0=−Qr(m,w)⋅(m2
+1) ⋅w−K 2(m

2
+1)⋅w .

The  relationship  between  the  proportional  (K1)  and  integral  (K0)  control
components  in parametric form is called a  line of equal  attenuation (LEA), and
points (control parameters) belonging to it ensure the transition process of a closed
loop system with a given level of oscillation m. For PI differential component K 2=0,
therefore:

¿
K1=Pr (m, w)−mQr (m,w)

K 0=−Qr(m ,w)⋅(m2
+1) ⋅w

.
¿ {
¿

Figure 2.2 shows the resulting LEA and values for  optimal settings of  PI
regulator:

К1 = 0,51125, К0=0,73937.
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Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной
Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

LEA

K1

K0

Figure 2.5 – Regulator LEA

The transfer function of the PI regulator:

 W r(s)=K1+
K0

s
=0 .51125+

0 .73937
s

=
0 .51125s+0 .73937

s
.

To check the settings of PI controller let us compare the transition function of
the object and of a closed loop system with the found regulator. 

Example.

The transfer function of the object W оb(s)=
2

s2+2s+2
.

The transfer function of a closed loop system (figure 2.3, 2.4): 

W cl(s)=
W r(s) ⋅W оb(s)

1+W r(s )⋅W оb(s)
=

1,0225 s+1 .4787
s3+2 s2+3 . 0255 s+1.4787

.

Figure 2.6 – System checking 
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Figure 2.7 – Graphs of transient response of the object and closed loop system

2.4 Variants according to 1 laboratory work

2.5 The report should contain

1. Objective, assignment and task according to your variant.
2. Calculations and graphs according to the task in MS Excel and Matlab.
3. Conclusions on the transient response: overregulation, transition process

time.

2.6 Questions

2.6.1 Nyquist criterion.
2.6.2 Transfer function of PID - regulator.
2.6.3 How to determine the LEA?
2.6.4 How to find optimal values of coefficients P and I regulator?

3 Laboratory work №3. Determination of a mathematical model of the
object by the acceleration curve

Objective:  to  determine  the  transfer  function  of  the  object  by  a  transient
response.

3.1 Assignment

1. Receive transitional characteristic of the object using Matlab.
2. Determine the transfer function of an aperiodic link of the second order

by the transient response and check.
3. Build  the  frequency  characteristics  of  the  object:  the  frequency

response, phase response, APFC.
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3.2 Operating procedure

3.2.1 To obtain the transition function of an object  h(t )  it is necessary to
disclose the  denominator  of  the transfer  function according to  your  variant  (the
delay element is not included in the model). 

Example.

W оb=
ke− τs

(T 1 s+1)(T 2 s+1)
⇒ k
T1T2 s

2
+(T 1+T2)s+1

.

Build the model using the Transfer Fcn unit (figure 3.1) in Simulink, give a
Step signal to the input, and present the output model on the Scope diagram.

Figure 3.8 - Getting a step function in Matlab

3.2.2 Carry out the identification of an aperiodic link of the second order

W оb=
k

(T 1 s+1)(T 2 s+1)
 using the simplified Ormans method:

 determine value k  by steady-state value of the transient response;
 from condition  h(t 0 .7)=0 .7k  find  t 0. 7  by transient response diagram

and 
h1=

h(
t 0 .7
3

)

k
;

 calculate T1 /2=t0 .7
1±1.228√5.13h1−1

2 .4
.

Example.
1. k=3.5  - value of steady-state mode.
2. h(t 0 .7)=0 .7k=0 .7 ⋅3 .5=2 .45  from  the  diagram  (figure  3.2)  one  can

define t 0. 7=9 .7031  and h1=
h(3 . 234367)

3.5
=
0 .704
3.5

=0.201143 .

3. T1 /2=9 .7031
1±1 . 228√5 .13⋅0 .201143−1

2 .4
=[4 . 933 .16 ] .

4. W оb=
3 .5

(3 .16 s+1)(4 .93 s+1)
=

3 .5

15 .56 s2+8 .086 s+1
.
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Figure 3.9 - Transitional characteristic of the object

3.2.3 The resulting transfer function should be compared with the original
object (figure 3.3).

Figure 3.10 - Comparison of transient response of the object and the resulting model

17



It is necessary to add the time lag element to the obtained characteristic:

W оb=
ke− τs

(T 1 s+1)(T 2 s+1)
.

3.2.4 The formulas for finding the frequency response, phase response, and

CFC of 

T 2 s+1¿
n

(T 1 s+1)¿

W оb=
ke− τs

¿

 object are:

T2 s+1¿
n

¿
¿ ;
¿

ϕоb(w)=− arctg(T1w)− arctg(T 2w)−τw ;
(T 1 s+1)¿

√¿
¿

Aоb(w)=
k
¿

 (3.1)

3.3 Variants

№ of variant k T1 T2 τ
1 2 1 0,5 0,1
2 3 1,5 0,45 0,15
3 4 1,2 0,46 0,11
4 2,5 1,3 0,47 0,12
5 3,5 1,4 0,48 0,13
6 2,7 0,9 0,49 0,14
7 3,7 0,8 0,51 0,09
8 2,2 1,2 0,52 0,08
9 3,2 1,3 0,53 0,1
10 2,8 1,4 0,5 0,15
11 3,4 1,25 0,52 0,08
12 3,2 1,35 0,48 0,05
13 3,3 1 0,47 0,06
14 3,6 0,9 0,35 0,12
15 3,7 0,8 0,37 0,13
16 3,5 0,85 0,45 0,12
17 3,1 0,95 0,46 0,11
18 3,15 0,97 0,48 0,102
19 3,25 0,87 0,49 0,103
20 3,65 0,8 0,5 0,105

3.4 The report should contain

1. Objective, assignment and task according to your variant.
2. Calculations and graphs according to the task in MS Excel and Matlab.
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5. Conclusions from the obtained graphs: on stability, finding the resonant
frequency, cutoff frequency and frequency of transmission.

3.5 Questions

3.5.1 Getting the acceleration capability in Matlab.
3.5.2 Transient response of an aperiodic link of the second order.
3.5.3 Simplified Ormans method.
3.5.4 Finding the frequency response, PFC and CFC for the object with time

lag element.
3.5.5 Modified method of Oldenburg Sartorius.
3.5.6 Moments method.
3.5.7 Sequential logarithm method.
3.5.8 Logarithm amplitude frequency characteristic method.
3.5.9 Least square method.
3.5.10Simplified least square method.

4 Laboratory work №4. Investigation of the stability of control system

Objective:  to  construct  the  limit  of  control  system  stability  with  a  PID
controller.

4.1 Assignment 

1. Select Ti value.
2. Determine frequency and phase response of the regulator.
3. Determine the frequency and phase response of the open loop system.
4. Obtain family of CFC of the open-loop system.
5. Determine wcr .
6. Determine the value of regulator transfer ratio at which the system is

located at a border of sustainability.
7. Check the built system in Matlab.

4.2 Description

A necessary condition for finding the stability boundary of the control system
can be found from the Nyquist  criterion (formula 2.1).  The critical value of the
regulator transfer  ratio is  k p

cr ,  in which the system is located at  the border of
sustainability and it can be calculated by the formula:

k p
crр

=
1

Аol
0
(w cr)

, (4.1)

where Аol
0 - the frequency response of open-loop system at k p=1;  

w cr  - the frequency at which CFC of the open-loop system W ol( iw)

crosses the negative real axis.
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The construction of limits of the stability domain in the plane of the PID
settings Т i−k p  at a fixed value of Т d  can be carried out using a semi-graphical
method:

 set  some  value  to  Т i  and  build  hodograph  of  CFC
W ol0(iw )=−W оb(iw )⋅W r 0(iw ),  where  W r0( iw)  - CFC of the regulator at  k p=1

the  intersection  of  CFC  W ol0(iw )  with  negative  real  semi  axis,  then  value
Аol

0
(w cr)  is determined;

 determine k p
cr by formula (4.1);

 hodograph  of  CFC  is  also  constructed  for  other  values  of  Т i ,  the
selection  of  which  is  made  while  calculating  so  as  that  to  ensure  obtaining  a
sufficiently representative domain of stability boundaries.

4.3 Operating procedure

4.3.1 Select the initial value of Т i , if Т d=0  can be made according to the
formula:

Т i=
2
w0

,

where w0  - the frequency at which the phase shift of CFC of the object is
equal to approximately -1350.

Example.

ϕ (w0)=ϕ (2,55)=−0,31814 rad=−135 ° ,

Т i=
2

2,55
≈0,78 .

4.3.2 The frequency and phase response of PID regulator is determined by
formulas:

А r(w)=k p√1+T dw−
1

T iw
;

ϕr (w)=arctg(T dw−
1

T iw
) .

 (4.2)

4.3.3 The calculation of frequency characteristics of the open-loop system
with the PID regulator and object model according to the following formulas:

Аol(w)=А r(w) ⋅ Aоb(w);
ϕol(w)=ϕr(w)+ϕоb(w)+π . (4.3)

4.3.4 To build a CFC it is necessary to determine the calculation of real and
imaginary components of the open-loop system:

Pol(w)=Aol (w) ⋅cos (ϕol(w)) ;
Qol(w)=Aol(w) ⋅sin (ϕol(w)) .

(4.4)
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To build a family of CFC steps 2-4 must be repeated for different Т i  up to
Т i=4 (figure 4.1).

Основной Основной Основной Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

CFC of open looped system

 

Ti=1

Ti=1,2

Ti=2

Ti=3

Pol

iQol

Figure 4.11 – CFC of open looped system

4.3.5 To determine w cr  one can use 2 ways:
 the frequency at which CFC of open loop system intersects the negative

real axis 
Pol (wcr)≺0
Qol(w cr)=0 ;

 the frequency at which the open loop phase response is 0:

ϕol(w cr)=ϕr (wcr)+ϕоb(w cr)+π=0.

The value of the controller transfer ratio k p
cr , in which the system is located

on the boundary of stability is determined by formula (4.1). The area of stability of
the closed control system (figure 4.2) is a diagram of k p

cr  on Т i .
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Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной
Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

The stability area

Ti

kp

Figure 4.12 - Area of stability of the closed loop system

To verify the location of the stability  area of the closed loop system it  is
necessary to get the transient characteristics of the object (self-oscillation) for each
point (figure 4.3, 4.4).

Figure 4.13 – Closed loop system with PI controller and time lag
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Figure 4.14 – Transient characteristic (self-oscillation)

4.4 Variants according to 3 laboratory work

4.5 The report should contain

1. Objective, assignment and task according variant.
2. Calculations and graphs according to the task in MS Excel and Matlab.
3. Conclusions on resulting diagrams: stability limits, time lag effect on the

control system.

4.6 Questions

4.6.1 Necessary  condition  to  find  the  control  system  on  the  stability
boundary by Nyquist criterion.

4.6.2 How to define k p
cr , at which the system is located at the boundary of

stability?
4.6.3 What is Аol

0
(w cr) ?

4.6.4 How to choose the initial value of Т i ?
4.6.5 Frequency response and phase response of the open-loop system.
4.6.6 Frequency response and phase response of a PID controller.
4.6.7 How to determine the critical frequency value?

5 Laboratory work №5. Study and calculation of optimal parameters
of PI regulator settings

Objective: determination of optimal PI regulator settings.

5.1 Assignment 

1. Construct an auxiliary function F(w) and find the resonant frequency.
4. Determine the optimum value of the regulator gain and the integration

constant.
5. Determine the frequency response of the closed loop system with found

parameters of the PI regulator.
6. Build a closed loop system with a PI controller in Matlab system and give

the results of quality characteristics of the transition process.

5.2 Description

The  determination  of  optimal  configuration  of  the  PI  controller  requires
finding the necessary stability factor. The point, at which the accepted criterion for
the quality of the functioning of the control system is met, is determined in the
domain  of  stability  factor.  Normally, the  maximum ratio  is  selected  by  such  a
criterion when setting PI controllers:

k р

Т i

→max , where M≤M allow .  (5.1)
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What corresponds to the minimum linear integral criterion or the minimum
mean square error of the regulation at low-frequency perturbations. 

Setting by criterion (5.1) can also be obtained without the construction of the
boundary  of  the  required  stability  factor,  if  to  calculate  the  auxiliary  function
F(w) :

F(w)=−
w

Aоb(w)
⋅

M allow

M allow
2 −1

[M allow sin ϕоb(w)+1 ] .  (5.2)

Maximum of this function  Fmax  occurs at the resonant frequency of the
optimally configured system w res , and is equal to the maximum ratio (5.1). 

According to the found value w res  one can determine the optimum transfer
factor value:

k p
opt

=−
M allow

2 ⋅ cosϕоb(w res)

(M allow
2 −1) ⋅ Aоb(wres)

(5.3)

and the constant of integration:

Т i
opt

=
k p
opt

Fmax

. (5.4)

5.3 Operating procedure

5.3.1 The determination of an auxiliary function F(w)  is necessary to be
carried out according to the formula (5.2). The indicator М of oscillation is the ratio
of the maximum ordinate of the frequency response (figure 5.1, 5.3) of the closed
loop system to the initial ordinate:

M=
A cl

max

Acl
0 ,

А cl(w)=
|W ol( jw )|

|1−W ol( jw )|
=√ Pol

2
(w)+Qol

2
(w)

[1−Pol(w) ]
2
+Qol

2
(w)

.  (5.5)
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Figure 5.15 - Frequency response of closed loop system for different Тi

5.3.2 The indicator  M of oscillation must  be found for  all  Т i  and it  is
necessary to find the average value M=1 .4442 . Then, auxiliary function F(w)

is defined (figure 5.2).

Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

w

F

Figure
 5.16 - Auxiliary function F(w)

5.3.3 Maximum  of  this  function  Fmax=1,087809  occurs  at  the  resonant
frequency of the optimally configured system w res=1 .9 . The amplitude and phase
of the object at the resonance frequency is determined according to formula (3.1).

5.3.4 The optimal values of the optimum factor and the integration constant
are determined by formulas (5.3) and (5.4):
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k p
opt=−

1,44422 ⋅cos(−2,03608)
(1,44422−1 ) ⋅0,6753

=1,2763 ;

Т i
opt

=
k p
opt

Fmax

.

5.3.5 To  construct  the  frequency  response  of  the  closed  loop  system
(calculated using formula (5.5)), it is necessary to calculate the frequency response
and phase response of PI regulator (4.2), as well as frequency response and phase
response of the open-loop system (4.3), Pol(w) ,Qol(w) (4.4).

Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной
Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Acl with PI regulator

w

Acl

Figure 5.17 - Frequency response of closed loop system with PI regulator

5.3.6 The construction of a closed loop system with PI regulator (figure 5.4,
5.5).

Figure 5.18 – Diagram of closed loop system with PI regulator
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Figure 5.19 - Transient response of the object with PI regulator

5.4 Variants according to laboratory work 3

5.5 The report should contain

1. Objective, assignment and task according variant.
2. Calculations and graphs according to the task in MS Excel and Matlab.
3. Conclusions on the resulting diagrams: qualitative characteristics of the

system.

5.6 Questions

5.6.1 Quality  criterion  of  the  control  system functioning  when  setting  PI
regulator.

5.6.2 How to determine the resonant frequency of the optimally configured
system?

5.6.3 Is it possible to determine optimal settings of the PI regulator without
building an area of required stabilityfactor?

5.6.4 What is the indicator of oscillation?
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6 Laboratory work №6. Study and calculation of optimal parameters
of PID regulator settings

Objective: to determine optimal PID regulator settings.

6.1 Assignment

1. Determine the optimal value of the resonant frequency.
2. Determine the optimum value of the transfer factor and integral and

differential constants.
3. Determine the next  approximation of  the resonant  frequency by the

Newton-Raphson method and calculate parameters of PID regulator until the value
of the frequency will remain constant.

4. Determine the frequency response of the closed loop system with the
found parameters of PID regulator. 

5. Build a closed system with PID regulator  in Matlab,  give results of
quality characteristics of the transition process and compare them with those of a
closed system with PI regulator.

6.2 Description

A feature  of  control  systems  with  PID regulators  is  their  relatively  high
sensitivity to variations of parameters. Therefore, while setting such controllers the

maximum  ratio
k р

Т и

→max  of  the  regulator  should  be  determined  under  the

additional limitation:

ϕol(w res)=γ=arcsin
1
M

;

ϕ❑ol

' (w res)=0 .
(6.1)

Substituting the expression for ϕol(w) we will get:

ϕol(w res)=ϕоb(w res)+arctg(Td wres+
1

T iwres

)+π=γ ;

ϕ❑оb

'
(wres)+

Td+
1

T iw❑res

2

1+( 1
T iw res

−T dwres)
2=0 .

(6.2)

From these expressions, one can be find the constants of differentiation and
integration:
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T i=
2

w res [a(wres)− tg α(wres)]
;

T d=
1

2w res
[a(w res)+ tg α(wres) ];

a(w)=wϕ❑оb

' [1+ tg2α (w)] ;
α (w)=π −γ+ϕоb(w).

 (6.3)

The value of the regulator transfer factor, which with  Т i  and  T d  will
ensure the implementation of the formulated requirements, defined by the formula:

k p=
M allow

√M❑allow

2 −1⋅ Аol
0
(w res)

. (6.4)

Аol
0
(w)  - the value of frequency response of open loop system at k p = 1,

Т i and  T d  defined by the formula (6.3).
Thus,  the  determination  of  the  optimum  adjustment  becomes  the

determination of the resonant frequency, at which the value of k p , Т i  and T d

will give the maximum ratio 
k р

Т i

→max .

6.3 Operating procedure

6.3.1 To  find  the  optimum  value  w res  it  is  advisable  to  start  by  the
calculation of a frequency w=w γ , wherein:

α (w γ)=π −γ+ϕоb(w γ)=0 .  (6.5)

6.3.2 Then the formula for  calculating k p , Т i  and  T d  (6.3-6.4)  will
take the form:

T d=−
1
2
ϕ❑оb

'
(wγ)=

1
2
⋅

T1

1+T 1
2wγ

2+
T 2

1+T2
2w γ

2+τ ;

T i=
1

w γ
2T d

;

k p=
M allow

√M❑allow

2 −1⋅ Аоb(wγ)
.

(6.6)

6.3.3 As the adopted object model has monotonous frequency characteristics,
and for the derivative of phase response is easily get its analytical expression, then
the solution of equation (6.5) can be carried out by the Newton-Raphson method.
Determine the next approximation of wn  according to the formula:

wn=
ϕol(wn− 1)

ϕol
'
(wn− 1)

+wn−1=
ϕоb(wn− 1)+π −γ

−
T1

1+T 1
2wn−1

2 −
T 2

1+T 2
2wn−1

2 −τ

+wn− 1.
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6.3.4 After finding a new optimal value  w res  by using formula (6.6) one
can determine optimum values k p , Т i  and T d .

Point 3 is held as long as the value wn−wn− 1≤0 .0001 .
6.3.5 To construct the frequency response of the closed loop system (figure

6.1) (calculated using the formula (5.5)), it is necessary to calculate the frequency
response and phase response of PID controller (4.2), as well as frequency response
and phase response of the open-loop system (4.3), Pol(w) ,Qol(w) (4.4).

Основной Основной Основной Основной Основной
Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной

Основной
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Аcl with PID

w

Аcl

Figure 6.20 – Frequency response of the closed loop system with PID controller

6.3.6 Constructing  a  closed  loop  system  with  the  PID  regulator  and
comparing with PI controller (figure 6.2, 6.3).
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Figure 6.21 - Closed loop system with PI and PID regulator

Figure 6.22 – Transfer response of the object with PI and PID controllers

6.4 Variants according to laboratory work 3

6.5 The report should contain

1. Objective, assignment and task according to your variant.
2. Calculations and graphs according to the assignment in MS Excel and

Matlab.
3. Conclusions on the resulting diagrams: difference between PI and PID

regulators by qualitative characteristics.
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6.6 Control questions

6.6.1 Peculiarities of systems with PID controllers.
6.6.2 How to find the values of constants of integration and differentiation?
6.6.3 Quality criteria for ACS.
6.6.4 How to determine system performance: on the transient response, roots

of the characteristic equation?
6.6.5 How to  determine  the  stability  factor  of  a  system:  on  the  transient

response, roots of the characteristic equation, logarithmic frequency characteristics.

7 Laboratory work №7. Empirical method of Ziegler-Nichols of P, PI,
PID setting

Objective: to ensure acceptable dynamic properties of a closed loop system
using regulators, providing typical linear control algorithms.

7.1 Assignment

1. Build a closed-loop control system including a P - regulator and the
control object.

7. Increase the regulator proportionality factor K1 , until stable oscillations
with a period Т lim  will be installed in the system at a certain value of coefficient
K1 lim

8. Calculate and set parameters of P - regulator.
9. Calculate and set parameters of PI - regulator.
10. Calculate and set parameters of PID - regulator.

7.2 Operating procedure

7.2.1 Construct  a  closed-loop  control  system (figure  7.1,  7.2)  in  Matlab,
wherein the input signal is necessary to be a stepped signal to obtain the transient
response.

F
igure 7.23 - Closed loop control system with P-regulator
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Figure 7.24 - Closed loop control system with P-regulator in Matlab

7.2.2 To obtain stable oscillations with period  Т lim  (figure 7.3, 7.4) it is
necessary to change the value of P controller K 1 .

Figure 7.25 - Stable oscillations with Т lim  period

Figure 7.26 - Stable oscillations of the object

K1 lim=3 .2,
Т lim=1 .625 s .

7.2.3 For P regulator: K1=0,5 ⋅K1 lim  (figure 7.5, 7.6).
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K1=0,5 ⋅3 .2=1.6 .

Figure 7.27 –Object with P regulator

Figure 7.28 - Transient response of the object with P-regulator

7.2.4 For PI regulator: K1=0,45 ⋅K1 lim  , Т i=
Т lim

1,2
 (figure 7.7, 7.8).

K 1=0,45 ⋅3 .2=1 .44 ,

Т i=
1,625
1,2

≈1,36 s .
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Figure 7.29 – Object with PI regulator

Figure 7.30 - Transient response of object with P and PI - regulator

7.2.5 For PID regulator:  K 1=0,6 ⋅K1 lim  ,  Т i=
Т lim

2
,  Т d=

Т lim

8
(figure 7.9,

7.10).

K 1=0,45 ⋅3 .2=1 .44 ,

Т i=
1,625
1,2

≈1,36 s ,

Т d=
1,625
8

=0,2035 s .
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Figure 7.31 – Object with PID regulator

Figure 7.32 - Transient response with P, PI and PID - regulator
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7.3 Variants

№ Task № Task
1 W оb=

2

0,1 s3+0 .5 s2+1.5 s+1
11 W оb=

3,05

0,1 s3+0 .65 s2+1 .45 s+1
2 W оb=

2

0,2 s3+0 .5 s2+1.8 s+1
12 W оb=

2,07

0, 12 s3+0 .5 s2+1 .9 s+1
3 W оb=

2

0,1 s3+0 .6 s2+1 .4 s+1
13 W оb=

2,04

0,13 s3+0.61 s2+1.4 s+1
4 W оb=

2

0,1 s3+0 .5 s2+1.5 s+1
14 W оb=

2,65

0,11s3+0 .5 s2+1.15 s+1
5 W оb=

1.5

0,1 s3+0 .4 s2+1.5 s+1
15 W оb=

1 .54

0,1 s3+0 . 46s2+1.52 s+1
6 W оb=

1 .8

0,1 s3+0 .5 s2+1.7 s+1
16 W оb=

1 .85

0,1 s3+0 .53 s2+1.72 s+1
7 W оb=

1 .9

0,2 s3+0 .5 s2+1.5 s+1
17 W оb=

1 .59

0,21 s3+0 .5 s2+1.35 s+1
8 W оb=

1.3

0,3 s3+0 .5 s2+1 .4 s+1
18 W оb=

1 .39

0,32 s3+0 .5 s2+1.41 s+1
9 W оb=

1 .4

0,2 s3+0 .4 s2+1.7 s+1
19 W оb=

1 .47

0,27 s3+0 .4s2+1.7 s+1
10 W оb=

2 .5

0,15 s3+0.15 s2+1.8 s+1
20 W оb=

2 . 8

0,18 s3+0.15 s2+1.8 s+1

7.4 The report should contain

1. Objective, assignment and task according variant.
2. Calculations and graphs according to the task in Matlab.
3. Conclusions  on  the  resulting  diagrams:  about  transient  overshoot,

attenuation value, period of self-oscillation, statistical error with P-regulator.

7.5 Questions

7.5.1 What is the essence of the empirical Ziegler-Nichols method of P, PI,
PID setting.

7.5.2 Control quality indicators.
7.5.3 How to find the value of system transient overshoot?
7.5.4 How to find the value of attenuation of the transient response?
7.5.5 What is the statistical error?
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Appendix А

Example for laboratory work 

1 laboratory work
>> w=0:0.001:2.5;
>> m=0.5;
>> s=-m*w+i*w;
>> num=2;
>> den=s.^2+2*s+2;
>> a=real(den);
>> b=imag(den);
>> c=real(num);
>> d=imag(num);
>> P=(a.*c+b.*d)./(c.^2+d.^2);
>> Q=(b.*c-a.*d)./(c.^2+d.^2);
>> plot(P,Q);
>> A=sqrt(P.̂ 2+Q.^2);
>> plot(w,A);
>> fi=atan(Q./P);
>> plot(w,fi);

2 laboratory work
>> w=0:0.001:2.5;
>> m=0.5;
>> s=-m*w+i*w;
>> num=2;
>> den=s.^2+2*s+2;
>> a=-real(den);
>> b=-imag(den);
>> c=real(num);
>> d=imag(num);
>> P=(a.*c+b.*d)./(c.^2+d.^2);
>> Q=(b.*c-a.*d)./(c.^2+d.^2);
>> K1=P-m*Q;
>> K0=-Q.*(0.5^2+1).*w;
>> plot(K1,K0)
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